
Summer 1990     Sus, France
Married Men's Meeting(Letters from Yoceph and Obadiah)
Letter from Yoceph to Obadiah:
I am writing this letter to you in repentance for having been negligent to you and disobedient to writing you 
about what Yoneq taught here. I wish you could communicate my repentance to all those who were at the 
meeting in which Yoneq was hindered from teaching because of my disobedience. I truly repent and desire that 
this letter would bear true fruit of that repentance.
Right before Tahar Takif (Reiner) and Gidon were married, all the married men came together for our usual 
meeting with them. In other times we spoke mainly of vision for them in their marriage, wife and husband 
relationship — struggles, communication, etc. — being a head, loving your wife, and other things. These two 
meetings were not just all of these things, but focused on the one thing that is the central, most important aspect 
of the wife and husband relationship, which will affect all other dimensions of their life together. This is their 
sexual relationship, for this is the central point of their fellowship.
In the past there have been many mistakes made because we think that two people who are not virgins already 
know something about sexual matters — that they don't need true instruction — and worse of all, we think that 
two virgins will instinctively discover how to have sexual intercourse. Therefore we have been faced with many 
different backfires. From some couples not doing anything on their first night because they didn't know what or 
how, to a virgin being totally horrified at the sight of her husband's erect penis because the women had failed to 
instruct her. So Yoneq, with much wisdom and grace, shared with us and the bridegrooms about what should be 
the important subject that we instruct these young men with. Having these meetings, with both the bride and the 
bridegroom, will eliminate all these blunders and mistakes that we have faced before. 
It is clear that our Father is in the process of restoring the relationship between male and female. The daily 
relationship we have with our wives will be reflected in the sexual relationship we have with them. We must be 
kind to them, considerate, loving because for sure you will not find a willing, loving, receptive partner in your 
wife if you just had an argument with her and then want to have sexual relations with her. A woman must be 
prepared. It is not just a matter of sticking your penis in her vagina. Through these meetings we have been 
seeing that a woman's desire for sexual relationships is not as "automatic" as a man's. For us it is very quick to 
be stimulated and have an erection and be ready for intercourse, but a women is totally different. A woman 
must be prepared; it must start in the morning and build up. This means a loving husband, noticing her, being 
kind, affectionate, and this begins to prepare her. A woman must be stimulated and it takes her longer to come 
to the place where she would totally desire for you to enter into her. 
Woman are wired differently — some respond quickly; for others, it takes time. We must be patient with them 
and bring them along at their timing, being careful and sensitive to not penetrate too soon, causing hurt and 
discomfort. This will mark the couple negatively, especially virgins, for it will be the first impression they will 
have of sex and later they will much more to overcome. That's why it is very important we communicate these 
things with them.
When our Father created a woman, He really thought about everything. There is even a special part of the 
woman's body that He created especially for her pleasure. This is the clitoris. Think about it. Our Father doesn't 
have a dirty or perverted mind that He would actually create the clitoris solely for pleasure. And He made no 
mistake when He placed it a half inch (3 centimeters) higher than the vagina. Actually it never comes in contact 
with the penis during sexual intercourse. So, why is it here? Well, it is the center of pleasure for women. It is the 
best feeling place and the most sensitive part of the woman for sexual 
arousal. The clitoris is called the trigger of female desire. Our Father 
put it there for only one reason — her pleasure and sexual arousal. If you 
were to actually stimulate it be gently touching it and massaging it, a 
woman would have an orgasm just by that. Our Father, though, didn't want 
just that. There is a more excellent way. 
He wants that our sexual relationships with our wives would be pleasurable, meaningful, and satisfying for both.
 Many times it is easy for the man to be satisfied, but the question is — has our wife been satisfied? We cannot 



leave our wife unsatisfied. We cannot leave her behind. If this happens, then she is not really being fulfilled. A 
woman who experiences a climax is radiant and fulfilled.
So we are learning to be true husbands and lovers. If we are loving our wives, being considerate of them as the 
weaker vessel, then they will be more willing at the time of sexual intercourse. Like I said before, a woman 
needs preparation, but it's not to the clitoris that you go to right away. This is sensitive, and if you touch it too 
soon, it will hurt her. You can begin by kissing, touching her in other parts where she likes; all of this takes 
communication with your partner as to what she likes or doesn't like. Some like their breasts to be kissed. Others
don't get anything from it. Then gradually, as you would see the momentum increase, there are lubricants which 
the woman's vagina releases which can be used to lubricate your finger and begin to massage the clitoris. But 
still not directly on it. There is a small shaft that ends in a little knob which is the clitoris. You can massage on 
the sides of the shaft. There is also a natural lubricant which is fabricated in the penis and is produced to prepare 
the canal for semen. This is also good to use. As you start massaging along the small shaft, this will increase the 
sensations for her. Then as everything increases, you can try sufficient lubrication to apply direct touch to the 
clitoris. This could be right at the time when you enter for she is right at the point of climax and you also. I guess
all the details you can communicate with her and she can communicate with you, or with her hand to where to 
touch or when she wants you to come into her. The important thing is that it would be when she is totally ready. 
When that happens it's like the vagina draws your 
penis in and clings around it because everything in her desires you. 
Sometimes, because of living in community, you don't have the time for all these preparations, so a water-
soluble lubricant could be used, for example, glycerin. The stimulating of the clitoris is for preparation. 
Sometimes you don't have to do it, because the woman is stimulated enough with other foreplay and with just 
the penis. But it is known that only fifty percent of all women actually have a climax. Also there can be the case 
that you ejaculate too soon and your wife has not yet climaxed. At this point you can massage her clitoris and 
bring her to climax also. For a man it is good to have an erection for at least twenty minutes before entering into 
the woman. It is known to be more gratifying, better for your health, more emotionally fulfilling, and provide a 
better release of your emotions. It is. This will also help a man to avoid premature ejaculation from going in too 
soon. 
What is more wonderful is when both partners climax together, but this is surely not the norm. So now we can 
help our partner also climax. Most woman need clitoral stimulation. After a climax there is a nice, warm, 
comfortable feeling. To not interrupt this, it is good to have a nice, warm, wet rag at the side of the bed so you 
don't have to rush to the bathroom immediately. We also don't want semen all over the bed and have all of the 
diseases of the world coming upon us. Leviticus 15. Anal intercourse fits into this category and is absolutely 
forbidden. Oral sex is not forbidden, but you can get into the habit of relying upon it and it also introduces other 
spirits. Soon you find yourself not being able to enjoy sex without it.
Our Father desires that we would enjoy our sexual relationships, both us and our wives. Both have the right to 
sexual fulfillment according to 1 Cor 7:3-5. But we as husbands must not be blundering fools demanding our 
rights, but we must demonstrate our love for our wives by our loving approach. A husband must be careful not 
to appear hurried, rude, crude, mechanical or impatient. Sexual intercourse should be a joyful affirmation of two 
people's lives together. It either draws the couple together or drives them apart. Sexual relationships will reflect 
the emotional love you have for one another. Every meaningful and enjoyable sexual encounter begins with a 
loving, attentive attitude hours or days before. The wife views her sexual act as part of her relationship with you.
 If there are cases of unfulfilled wives who experience boredom in sexual matters it's due to us having been 
poorly prepared for marriage and having caused them to experience frustrating and fearful honeymoons. Our 
Father is now showing us how to increase in every way and taking us from glory to glory in our relationships 
with our wives. 
I hope this letter can be an encouragement to you. I really love you and your wife. May Yahshua bless both of 
you. 
                                   Yoceph
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Letter from Obadiah to Yoceph
I was truly honored to receive your letter. I appreciate your heart and mind towards me. What you wrote has 
been received and brought to Yoneq's attention. We receive your repentance and forgive you. 
It was felt that all the married men in Messiah should have access to your letter by being taught from it. 
Therefore a copy of it will be sent to each place that's been established so far. It was also felt that fear 
concerning negligence should come to all of us. Therefore your example of negligence will be communicated to 
all the places as well, that everybody might profit from it. Acts 2:43 in NAS margin reads that, "fear was 
occurring to every soul." I am not pointing the finger here, being guilty myself. I feel I have fallen into the same 
thing by being unfaithful to respond to your letter and by not carrying out how I was communicated to deal with 
this matter. I could have made a greater and quicker effort in this. Sorry that you had to wait so long for my 
response. 
You wrote me that the man is quickly stimulated and almost automatically ready for 
intercourse, but that the woman needs to be prepared for this. This seems 
to be the same with us and our Master. How greatly does He desire to have 
intimate fellowship with us. You know from the Song of Solomon 5:2-8 of 
the one not quickly responding to the one knocking at the door. And of 
course, Rev 3:20-21. 
May we all learn from these things and grow in our readiness and desire for our Master. May this response to 
your letter increase your peace and confidence in Messiah.
                                        Obadiah



To all the places where Yahshua the Messiah is Sovereign:
A while ago Yoneq taught a teaching to the married men in Sus. Yoceph was commissioned to communicate this
teaching to Judah, in order to prepare us for the day when this teaching would be taught here. Well, the day of 
the teaching came, but the letter hadn't come yet. As a result, or without the proper preparation, the teaching was
hindered. As this was brought to Yoceph's attention, he immediately repented for his negligence by 
communicating his sorrow and by doing what he had been asked to do — writing this letter. Since many of us had
an awareness of this matter and were affected by it, we wanted for the sake of your peace as well as for the sake 
of Yoceph's peace to communicate his repentance to everybody. A letter in which we let him know that we 
have received his repentance and forgive him is being sent to Yoceph. 
May what happened teach a good lesson to all of us. May the right fear concerning negligence come to all of us, 
that we all might learn and increase. The small word, immediately in Matt 25:16 as well as, in
the same manner in verse 17 in the parable of the talents reveals the 
heart and attitude of those who increase.
First:
This teaching (see the quote in Yoceph's letter about it) deals with the most important aspect of the wife-
husband relationship which will affect all other dimensions of their life together. This is their sexual 
relationship, for this is the central point of their fellowship. This teaching is therefore the essential preparation 
for every brother who is engaging himself into marriage. Apart from this teaching he won't be properly 
equipped for the first night of marriage. He won't be able to start out on a good foundation. He therefore must be
taught these things before he can enter into marriage. Sharing these things with him should be done with all the 
married men of his community attending. This will give opportunity for all to hear and increase and to share 
their experience and what they learned. This will also bond the one getting married to those who are married. 
Second:
This letter should be taught to all the married men, so that healing and proper instruction could come to all those 
who are in need of these things. 
                                             Obadiah
P.S.
The reason why it took such a long time for you to get this response is due to a lack in me to deal with this 
matter sooner and make it a priority. I am guilty of the same thing I am pointing out about Yoceph. I ask your 
pardon.




